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The Fault In Our Stars is already famous for making a whole lot of people cry, but the sweet sadness of the film doesn't end at the box office: The music video for Birdy's contribution to the TFiOS soundtrack is officially out. And yes, it's a nice place to spend a few minutes of your time. The Fault In Our Stars soundtrack came out about a
month ago and quickly rose to success, even beating out endless Disney juggernaut Frozen. It is possible that the last offence landed them on the hit list in the Illuminati, but if so, it has not come into force yet. How could it, really, with the likes of Ed Sheeran and Birdy around to remind the Illuminati of their flaws in our stars obsession?
(Sheeran's All Of the Stars, if you cried too loudly to hear, played over the film's credits.) This song, Not About Angels,, plays at a particularly vulnerable point in the film, (spoiler alert) just as everyone's leaving Augustus's funeral. With texts like Don't Give Me Up/ Don't Give ... me up, it's pretty heartbreaking. Birdy, like Sarah McLachlan
before her, also has a voice perfect for delivering this gut punch. Especially given verses like these: How unfair, it's just our love Found something real that is out of touch But if you had sought the whole knowing world would you dare to let it go? You can watch the video for the song below: If you want to cry more, here's her coverage of
Bon Iver's Skinny Love:Image: Birdy/Youtube Team up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily newsletter! Stay away from the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Sign up for the BuzzFeed QuizZes Newsletter - Binge on the latest quizzes delivered directly to your inbox with Quizze's newsletter! Aimee Song, better
known as her pseudonym, Song of Style, has built a career in both literal and figurative terms. An interior designer and designer of commerce, Song balances a technical day job while running a successful blog. Curating style shots and conceptualizing floor plans requires quite a bit of hustle, which she knows all too well; she's constantly
on the move, often flying all over the place to explore new plots, draw inspiration, and build her brand. Given her frequent-flyer miles and numerous passport stamps, it's a reasonable assumption that she got packing her beauty products down to a science. And after an email exchange with blogger and designer, turns out that we were
right. Below, Song outlines her travel essentials, packing hacks, and carry-on go-tos. I pack all my liquids and breakables in a separate waterproof bag to avoid spillage, explains Song. It always helps to keep things in separate little bags so nothing is resolved in my luggage. I also have a little secret: I remove the cap and put a small layer
of cling wrap around the opening of each bottle and then recap. Believe me - it will save Life! I also recommend that you leave the room in your your to experiment and buy local products! Some of my favorite new beauty finds have come from visiting foreign sites and exploring what products and ingredients they value. I always travel with
a small tube of Aquaphor (especially since I have eczema), an eye cream (like Laura Mercier's Tone Perfecting Eye Gel Crème, $98, which is extra nice because it's really cooling), and a bronzer for dust all over my face to fake a tan when I arrive somewhere tropical, says Song. I was recently in Ethiopia with Charity Water and knew I had
to fight dryness, so I made sure to pack my tinted moisturizer to make sure I had a hydrated base. It also has SPF in it, so it's one of my most important steps. I check my full-size products and everything I don't need during or immediately after my flight, she explains. I keep my go-tos on me at all times: a large tinted moisturiser, concealer,
and highlighter,so I look a little more awake after a long flight and a bright lipstick. I'll be in Korea soon for my book launch and I'll be packing my Editorial Eye Palette Intense Clays from Laura Mercier. It's my new obsession and will give me that smoky, sultry eye look I love for evening events. Also, planes can be so dry, so I always make
sure to have lip balm with me for constant use. It's the only way i can avoid chapped lips and ensure that my lipstick continues smoothly. Opening The Image: @songofstyle Quotes have been edited for content. Next up, we had French bloggers sharing their best kept beauty secrets. Take a roll! Artist Daryl Waller decided to go back to
basics with this illustrated music video for singer Darren Hayman's latest single. The song was featured on a four track EP released on Record Store Day.Making the video took just over a month, with each frame being hand drawn and scanned individually. We are witnessing a number of illustrated characters that are impressively
animated throughout the song, giving an intriguing clock. Sung from the perspective of King Charles I as he serenades his French queen, the song 'Henrietta Maria' is beautiful and touching, and Waller translates this into his drawings superbly. Like this? Read these! Have you seen an inspiring animation? Let us know in the comments
section below! The oldest known song in the world is a cult hymn written in the hasty language 3,400 years ago. The tablet with the song was discovered by archaeologists in the Syrian city of Ugarit in the 1950s. The first music ever recovered is from 800 f.Kr. and was also a religious hymn. The first recording of vocals accompanied by
musical instruments dates to 700 f.Kr. In 521 CE, Greek notation, introduced to Western Europe by Bothius, was first used to create written forms of ancient folk songs. was also the first to write about opera as a musical form. There's nothing like a good love song to get you in Valentine's Day Valentine's Day Talking about love is hard,
and it's even harder to sing about it. That's why we leave it to the experts to put all these messy emotions into poetic words and beautifully packed melodies. Let Beyoncé, Lana and Chance show you what romance is really about with our list of the best modern love songs. Whether you're building a playlist for an evening with the special
person or planning a Galentine's Day brunch, these hits are sure to give you all the feel. Have Some Love by Childish Gambino This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. In his otherwise melancholy album Awaken
My Love, this song from Childish Gambino stands out as an uplifting but groovy love song. All of Me by John Legend This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Not only are John Legend's songs undeniably romantic,
but they seem to have worked for him - he and Chrissy Teigen have one of the most beloved marriages on the internet. R.E.M. by Ariana Grande This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Grande's sugary voice, on
aptly named album Sweetener, gives a pop twist to the classic love-declaring ballad. Romeo and Juliet by The Killers This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. This cover of a Dire Straits song has managed to
overshadow the original in pop culture, and doubles as a karaoke favorite. Make Me Feel by Janelle Monáe This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. No heartbreaking lyrics, no dark ruminations - Janelle Monáe's
Make Me Feel, out of her very famous album Dirty Computer, is all about the easy, sweet form of love. Lovesong by Adele This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. The power and emotion behind her voice will make
you fall in love with Adele at the end of this song. With you by Mariah Carey This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. So much of Carey's considerable discography is devoted to declarations of love, so it's hard to
pick a single song for this list. That said, With You is a clear standout. Laws. by Kendrick Lamar ft Zacari This content imported imported Youtube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. This is not we will be together forever type of love song. This is a
realistic, I want to be with you, you will still love me if ... - and it's so much better for it. Blessings of Chance the Rapper This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Chance has shown time and time again, whether
declaring love for his fiancée or donating his resources to Chicago charities, that he is the real deal. Which makes this confessional and uplifting song even more touching, even if it's more about faith-based love than the romantic variety. I found you by Alabama Shakes This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the
same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Modern country band Alabama Shakes created an irresistible, belting ballad in I Found You. None of Alicia Keys This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find
more information on their website. This classic will never go away – it is practically embedded in our cultural understanding of what love is. And that's just as well every time you press play. Drunk in Love by Beyoncé ft Jay-Z This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may
be able to find more information on their website. Leave it to our Queen Beyoncé to make a melody that's as good to dance to as it is to listen to alone in your room, or belt in the shower. Perfect by Ed Sheeran This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find
more information on their website. It didn't take long for Ed Sheeran to win the hearts of romantics, in no small part because of this number. Love on the Brain by Rihanna This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website.
Somewhere between a hymn and a lament, the R&amp;B ballad Love on the Brain is stuck in your head all too easily – and you won't be sad that it's there. think bout You by Frank Ocean This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on
their website. Frank Ocean is beloved for this very kind of song, which mixes of-the-moment beats with some irresistible, classic crooning. You've Got the Love of Florence and the Machine This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in another you may be able to find more information, on their website. A
surprisingly uplifting romantic ballad from the often melancholy Florence and the Machine, You've Got the Love is the kind of song you turn all the way up when you hear it on the radio. Love by Lana del Rey This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find
more information on their website. Love isn't a life-affirming ode to picture-perfect romance-Lana del Rey's brand of music is more or less incompatible with it, but the song connects with other facets of the emotions in a way that wants you to play it on repeat. Mystery of Love by Sufjan Stevens This content is imported from YouTube. You
may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. To make the cut for the Call Me By Your Name soundtrack, any song would have to ingo the romance, and Mystery of Love does just that. Better of Khalid This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find
the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Khalid is quickly making a name for himself with smooth, of-the-moment melodies, and that's exactly what he delivers with Better. Trip by Ella Mai This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a
different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Listen to British musician Ella Mai sing about how love made me stumble upon you, and it won't be long before you stumble upon her. Lover of Taylor Swift This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or
you may be able to find more information on their website. From Swift's latest album comes a romantic epic that's guaranteed to make your heart flutter. Grab someone you love because this song requires a slow dance. Señorita by Sean Mendes and Camila Cabello This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the
same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Be sure to include this steamy duet in your Valentine's Day playlist. The catchy, Latin-inspired tune sung by real-life couple Sean Mendes and Camila Cabello is hard to ignore. This content is created and maintained by a third party and
imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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